
Convergint value

Convergint partners with Verkada to provide an integrated system of cameras, air quality 
sensors, and more to help detect vaping in school environments. Adding visibility to data-
based insights allows Verkada systems to more accurately detect, prevent, and manage 
vaping.

Key features

convergint.com

Maintain a safer and 
healthier environment 

with vaping detection

  Deploy sensors for maximum coverage 

Air quality sensors monitor high-risk areas like 
bathrooms, locker rooms, and hallways without 
infringing on privacy.

  Utilise a natively integrated system

Connect Verkada cameras to your sensors to 
efficiently investigate vape usage and improve 
safety.  Configure alerts to stay ahead

Set up configurable alerts thresholds and notify 
administrators via SMS, push noftication, or email.

  Respond to events as they occur

Review historical event footage and get insights 
needed to take action.

  Log events over time

Track vaping events over time, so patterns can be 
identified and investigated as needed.

Protects environment against

  Toxic gasses, chemicals & odors

 High CO2 from poor ventilation

 Toxic mold from high humidity

 Loud or dangerous noise levels

  Indoor vaping & smoke

 Dust, particulates & allergens 



 Electronic security 

 Situational awareness 

Convergint solutions

 Physical security 

 Digital transformation
 Audio-visual 

 Fire alarm

 Customer tools 

 Program management 

Convergint services

 Customer support programs 

 Monitoring services
 Cybersecurity

 Professional service
    group offerings

 Data centers

 Higher education 

 Financial

Who Convergint serves

 Pharmaceutical

 Global accounts

 Transportation

 Healthcare

 Utilities

 Retail

Irish standards & certifications

PSA License Number - 00081

About Convergint Ireland

Convergint is a global systems integrator focused on delivering results for our customers 
through unparalleled service excellence. At Convergint, our top priority is service in every 
way—to customers, colleagues, and the community. 

Since expanding its global reach and establishing presence in Ireland in 2016, Convergint 
now serves customers across the country in verticals including financial, pharmaceutical, 
data centers, global accounts, retail, education, and more. With offices in Dublin, Cork, 
and Galway, Convergint offers a wide variety of services and solutions across Ireland, access 
control, video surveillance, intrusion detection, perimeter protection, cybersecurity, and digital 
transformation technologies. 
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